
The GE-DP 7935 N ECO dirty water pump is a high-quality, extremely efficient and intelligent designed tool of the ECO Power series. On a wide range

of pump tasks everywhere in the house, garden, ponds and wells it convinces by its state-of-the-art features, considerable power and optimum energy

efficiency – with a rating of just 790 W, this powerful pump achieves a delivery rate of up to 20,000 liters of dirty water per hour.

Dirt Water Pump

GE-DP 7935 N ECO
Item No.: 4170700

Ident No.: 11039

Bar Code: 4006825572322

Features & Benefits
Ergonomic carrying handle-

Float switch infinitely adjustable in height-

High-quality mech. seal (ceramic/rubber) for a long service life-

Housing made of impact-resistant plastic & stainless steel shell-

Easily reachable hose connection on the pump's topside-

Integrated suspension eyelet-

Cable rewind-

Universal adapter for 25/32 mm hoses as well as 33.3 mm (G 1)-

ECO Power: higher delivery rate, lower power consumption-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 230 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 790 W

- Max. delivery capacity 20000 L/h

- Max. delivery height 9 m

- Max. immersion depth 7 m

- Max. water temperature 35 °C

- Max. size of foreign particles 35 mm

- Hose connection 47,8mm (G11/2 AG)

- Power cord 10 m  |  H07RN-F

Logistic Data
- Product weight 7.3 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 8.3 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 270 x 200 x 420 mm

- Pieces per export carton 4 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 34 kg

- Dimensions export carton 560 x 420 x 440 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 1080 | 2240 | 0

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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